MEMORANDUM


FROM: Richard Loranger, Chemist Residue Chemistry Branch Hazard Evaluation Division (TS-769C)

THRU: Andrew Rathman, Section Head Residue Chemistry Branch Hazard Evaluation Division (TS-769C)

TO: R. Taylor/J. Yowell, PM Team 25 Registration Division (TS-767C)

Toxicology Branch (TB) has responded to our 5/27/88 deferral for an incremental risk assessment with respect to the proposed changes in the formula of Command® Technical Herbicide (2-[(2-chlorophenyl)methyl]-4,4-dimethyl-3-isoxazolidinone; proposed common name=clomazone). The amendment requested by FMC Corporation includes

The TB response (Whang Phang, 6/24/88, copy attached) states that "At present, these changes do not pose significant toxicological concerns." With this conclusion by TB we can now recommend for the amended registration of Command® Technical Herbicide.
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